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Figure 4-2
Mason Street Catchment Contour Map
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Mason Street Catchment Geology Map
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Contaminated Land Sites
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Figure 4-13
Mason Street Catchment Reported Stormwater Flooding
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Figure 4-14
Mason Street Catchment Reported Wastewater Flooding
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DISCLAIMER: Whilst we have attempted to produce mapping that is as reliable as possible, Dunedin City Council and its consultants (Opus / URS) accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the mapping, nor any decisions made based on it. The mapping was prepared for strategic planning purposes only. It indicates the predicted likelihood of flooding from stormwater reticulation for defined areas, based on the best available information at the time of preparation and is subject to uncertainty. The mapping is not sufficiently detailed to account for individual properties, as individual properties may be subject to local factors not considered in the modeling.
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Mason Street Catchment Options Overview Plan
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